THE    TRAIL    BACK
At a bend in the river we had come upon an Eskimo cache
and had seen at a glance that the cache had been emptied by
the wolverene. This amazing animal had been able, with its
fantastic dexterity, to push away a mound of stones and uncover
the buried meat; and after eating only a little, it had dragged
the rest round and round in the maculate snow, inspired more
by a spirit of destruction than by hunger. Everybody in the
North believes firmly that the Devil inhabits this beast, for it is
trickier than man and rarely caught. Set a trap for it: the
wolverene will not, like the fox, sniff innocently and let itself be
bagged: it will lie on its belly on the trap and paddle with its
feet in the snow until the trap springs of itself, and the bait can
be nibbled off without danger. No stones are too heavy to be
removed by the wolverene from the cache they cover; no re-
mains are too foul to be eaten by the wolverene when it is
hungry.
On the second afternoon out, we sighted our first caribou.
Where I had looked for thousands, millions, one of those end-
less herds that I had read about and seen in the films, I saw but
a single, yellow-white, luminous animal, so like the snow in
colour that if it had not raised its head from time to time I
might not have known it was there. We were standing on a
ridge and it was cropping below, some eighty yards off. The
caribou saw us, stiffened as if about to run and then lowered
its head to the ground again. A single shot killed it.
They skinned the beast, and then one of them took the flesh
in his fingers and pinched it sharply. Two enormous lice—-
worms, more truly—jumped out of the carcass and looked up
out of Kailek's hand with myopic eyes. Kailek felt of them as
if to see if they were proper to his purpose, and he went so far
as to consult me, who had no notion that worms could be either
'good' or 'bad.5 These worms had made their way through the
thick hide from outside and had hollowed out sockets in the
flesh, where they lay imbedded, only the two yellow pin-points
of eyes protruding from the flesh. There were scores of these
yellow points, and one after the other Kailek squeezed the
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